
Finish a wide range of signage 
materials with the right tools

Materials for signage
The most common are: banner, textile, vinyl, foamed PVC

Tools

The RotaCut Tool is typically used for textile 
materials such as banners and flags. The 
tool’s foot reduces friction to a minimum 
which provides the perfect hold down for 
cutting textile material.

The PressCut Tool handles all kiss-cutting 
applications, specific for different types of 
vinyl (labels, sticker, car wraps...).

The RM Knife is used to cut a wide range 
of materials from rigid boards (10 mm) and 
plastics to folding cartons or thin material, 
such as foil. It has a wide variety of applica-
tions and therefore a wide variety of blades.

Blades

Our decagonal blades are designed to 
be used with the RotaCut tool for cutting 
textile materials and give a nice clean cut.

The Kongsberg range of 8mm blades is opti-
mized for cutting different rigid materials, 
such as different gasket materials, foamed 
PVC and solid carton board, but also thinner 
and flexible material, including polyester 
film, leather or vinyl.

The kiss-cut blades are superior for cutting 
various thin materials, including adhesive 
foils and paper. The blades are kept in the 
tool body with a friction lock. Our kiss-cut 
blades properties allow secure separation 
of foil and adhesive, to facilitate weeding.
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Milling / routing
Tools

The High Power Milling Unit is a power-
ful milling tool (3kW) which offers faster 
feed rates.

It ’s an excellent choice for heavy duty  
use and extended milling cycles, and  
continuous processing of heav y duty  
material. It handles milling, routing, drill-
ing, engraving and polishing.

The High Power Milling Unit offers flexibility 
for combining different tools and routers 
for the same application. For instance, 
applying braille to a surface is done with 
one set-up: the milling unit is used for 
the milling the holes, the braille tool will 
insert the spheres afterwards. 

The new misting function extends the 
lifetime of the bit and enhances milling 
performance on specif ic hard materials 
, such as aluminum or brass.

Bits

Kongsberg mill ing bits  come in a 
large range of tip diameters and spiral  
lengths; which work well on a wide range 
of materials, such as wood, metal, plastic...

The diamond edge  b i t  guarantees  
superior results for polishing acrylic edge 
for a high-end output.

The super sharp bits are grinded / polished 
for an optimized routing surface. The 3 mm 
bits are ideal for milling many small details 
and inside radiuses in thinner metals.

There are also special purpose milling bits 
for engraving and for high speed folding lines 
in ACM, outer radiuses, braille mounting...


